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ACD: Aggregating scores for different blobs

Getting blob scores for DNNs (extending CD1)
ACD finds qualitatively accurate phrases

• Deep neural networks (DNNs) are difficult to interpret, often limiting their use

• Here, we analyze interpreting a single prediction by a DNN

• We introduce a method to get a hierarchical interpretation of a single prediction

• We evaluate the method using human experiments on examples in both text and vision
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ACD illustrated through the toy example of predicting the phrase "not very good" as negative.
Given the network and prediction, ACD constructs a hierarchy of meaningful phrases and provides
importance scores for each identified phrase.

Intuition for CD1 run on a corner-shaped blob compared to build-up and occlusion. CD decomposes
a DNN's feedforward pass into a part from the blob of interest (top row) and everything else
(second row).

Comparing unit-level CD scores for the correct class to scores from baseline methods. In each case,
the model correctly predicts the label, shown on the y axis.

Algorithm details

!:= relevant, %: = irrelevant, &: = layer index

ReLU:

Linear/conv: :

Maxpool: 

ACD interpretation of an LSTM predicting sentiment. The bottom row displays CD scores for individual words in the sentence. Higher rows display
important phrases identified by ACD, along with their CD scores.

ACD shows that the CNN is focusing on skates to predict the class “puck", indicating that the model has captured dataset bias. The top row shows the
original image, logits for the five top-predicted classes, and the CD superpixel-level scores for those classes. The second row shows separate image
patches ACD has identified as being independently predictive of the class "puck". Starting from the left, each image shows a successive iteration in the
agglomeration procedure. The third row shows the CD scores for each of these patches, where patch colors in the second row correspond to line colors
in the third row.

Top-scoring phrases of different lengths extracted by ACD on SST's validation set. The
positive/negative phrases identified by ACD are all indeed positive/negative.

A. Accuracy at identifying an accurate model using 
different interpretation techniques 

Correlation between pixel ranks for different adversarial attacks. ACD achieves consistently high
correlation across different attack types, indicating that ACD hierarchies are largely robust to
adversarial attacks. Using occlusion in place of CD produces substantially less stable hierarchies.

ACD is useful for humans

ACD is stable to adversarial perturbations

B. Average rank (from 1 to 4) of how much 
subjects trust different interpretation techniques

• Scores are aggregated via agglomerative clustering of CD scores

• The clustering aims to maximize the differences between new blobs and old blobs

• The clustering converges to the final prediction

• ACD helps humans identify accurate models

• ACD instills trust in humans

• ACD identifies qualitatively accurate phrases

• ACD is stable to adversarial perturbations

Does it work?

ACD examplesThe goal

github.com/csinva/acd


